The major discoveries of modern biology have come mostly through detailed molecular studies and comparative genomics. It is not common anymore, as it used to be in the 18 th and 19 th centuries, to discover marvelous creatures no one has ever seen before. Of course, in virology, which by definition deals with tiny intracellular parasites, the era of descriptive discoveries was delayed until the 20 th 
analysis, Raoult et al. [3] were able to assign homology-based functions to only 298 of the 1262 predicted genes (less than 25%). Most likely, extensive searches for subtle sequence and structural similarities will lead to additional functional assignments, but the current numbers are notably different from the typical results of analysing newly sequenced prokaryotic genomes. These days, at least for smaller bacterial and archaeal genomes, about 70% of the predicted genes have homologs with known functions [4] .
Compared to prokaryotic genomes, therefore, the similarsized genome of the mimivirus is almost like terra incognita. However, analysis of the evolutionary affinities and predicted functions of those genes that do have well-characterized homologs clearly shows that mimivirus did not originate from Mars, but has a lot in common with other viruses. These genes can be classified into two major categories: genes shared with all or some nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses (NCLDVs); and genes with prokaryotic and/or eukaryotic homologs not represented in other NCLDVs.
Earlier comparative analysis showed that the NCLDVs -which include poxviruses, iridoviruses, asfarviruses and phycodnaviruses -share a core set of conserved mother-cell proteins to the sporulation septum, a physical uniqueness that distinguishes the septal membrane from other regions of the cell seems to have been discovered. After insertion into the plasma membrane, proteins destined to reside in the polar septum know that they've arrived at their correct address when they can reach out and touch the forespore. 3 What is the origin of the 'cellular' genes of the mimivirus? A quick analysis shows that this group is heterogeneous. The translationassociated proteins resemble the eukaryotic counterparts, whereas most of the repair genes are more closely related to bacterial orthologs; the other enzymes also show either eukaryotic or bacterial affinities (Table 1S) . In some cases, such as that of DNA ligase, the ancestral NCLDV enzyme (ATPdependent ligase) has apparently been displaced by a bacterial enzyme (NAD-dependent ligase); notably, the same displacement occurred independently in entomopoxviruses [9] .
An excellent example of the diverse evolutionary histories of mimivirus genes is presented by the three distinct topoisomerases: topoisomerase IB, which is also found in all poxviruses, though the mimivirus protein is much more similar to bacterial than to poxvirus orthologs; topoisomerase IIA, which is highly similar to orthologs from PBCV1 and eukaryotes; and, topoisomerase IA, which is highly similar to bacterial homologs and has so far not been seen in viruses.
Obviously, little can be said at this point about the functions and origins of the more than 900 genes of the mimivirus that do not have readily detectable homologs. But hints come from searching for conserved domains and comparison among the mimivirus proteins themselves. Over 30 mimivirus proteins contain the ankyrin repeats, and more than 20 contain POZ (BTB) domains [3] . Both types of domain are known to be involved in protein-protein interactions and the formation of macromolecular complexes [10] , suggesting that the mimivirus encodes a complex apparatus for virion morphogenesis and intracellular transport. 
